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DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley), 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Look and learn about nature and the creatures all around you, or become a
wildlife detective and study animals and their homes in Eyewitness Explorer: Nature Ranger. Watch
a seed grow into a flower, follow animal trails, make a bat box, study flowers, learn disappearing
tricks and much more. This is hands-on learning at its best. Eyewitness Explorers encourage hands-
on learning with 30 easy activities that help children observe, explore, and learn about the natural
world. Each book explains the science behind the activities, laying the essential groundwork for
contextualizing the experience to come. But at the heart of the books are the activities themselves --
a chance to learn by doing with experiments that can be carried out right at home. Most can even
be completed with materials already on hand, so there s no complicated preparation or specialized
equipment needed. Simply choose one of the projects and follow the step-by-step, photographically
illustrated instructions to create rainbows, make a moth trap, grow stalactites, mix mineral paint,
and much more.
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ReviewsReviews

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the author create this ebook.
-- Rebeka h B ecker-- Rebeka h B ecker
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